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An advanced study of a bioreactor system involving a Navier–Stokes based model has been accomplished.

The model allows a more realistic impeller induced flow image to be combined with the Monod bioreac-

tion kinetics reported previously. The time-course of gluconic acid production by Aspergillus niger strain

is simulated at kinetic conditions proposed in the literature. The simulation is based on (1) a stepwise

solution strategy resolving first the fluid flow field, further imposing oxygen mass transfer and bioreac-

tion with subsequent analysis of flow interactions, and (2) a segregated solution of the model replacing

the multiple iterations per grid cell with single iterations. The numerical results are compared with

experimental data for the bioreaction dynamics and show satisfactory agreement. The model is used for

assessment of the viscosity effect upon the bioreactor performance. A 10-fold viscosity rise results in

2-fold decrease of KLa and 25% decrease of the specific gluconic acid production rate. The model allows

better understanding of the mechanism of the important bioprocess.

1. Introduction

Two-phase bioreactor modelling of complex bioreactions cou-

pled with gas–liquid mass transfer and substrate distribution in

viscous media presents a challenge for computer-aided process

engineering. The accurate description of such systems is hard

because inherently imperfect mixing conditions interfere with the

complex kinetics of a multi-step bioreaction. An example is glu-

conic acid production. In this system, both imperfect mixing in the

bioreactor and multi-stage kinetics are burdening obstacles.

Gluconic acid is a product widely used in the pharmaceutical,

food and chemical production and the biosynthesis is the dom-

inant route for its manufacturing at present (Mislom & Meers,

1983; Rohr, Kubicek, & Kominek, 1988). So far two strains, i.e. Glu-

conobacter oxydans (Nikov, Doneva, & Vasssilieff, 1988; Velizarov

& Beschkov, 1988) and Aspergillus niger (Liu, Weng, Zhang, Xu, &

Ji, 2003; Mukhopadhyay, Chatterjee, Chaterjee, Banerjee, & Guha,

2005) have been studied. The favoured production process is sub-

merged fermentation by A. niger with product yield of 98% (Singh &

Kumar, 2007). The bioprocess is accompanied by viscosity rise and

Abbreviations: CFD, computational fluid dynamics; DO, dissolved oxygen; RANS,

Reynolds-averaged Navier Stokes; STR, stirred tank reactor; UDF, user-defined

functions.
∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +359 28 70 32 73; fax: +359 28 70 75 23.

E-mail address: mixreac@gmail.com (S.D. Vlaev).

the culture is known to require high oxygen demand (Atkinson &

Mavituna, 1983). The process design justifies detailed examination

of the bioreaction conditions and the local fluid dynamic effects and

presents interest for bioprocess simulation.

Models for gluconic acid production by A. niger strain have been

proposed. Both bioreaction kinetics and fluid flow models have

been accounted for.

The bioreaction kinetics has been examined by Znad, Blazej,

Bales, and Markos (2004). Perfect mixing conditions have been

assumed in their study. Two kinetic models, e.g. a Monod-type and a

Contois-type ones have been equally applied and found to describe

the bioreaction time-course with minor difference. The Monod type

is known to account for substrate limitation, while the Contois

model accounts for biomass inhibition. However, no evidence of

biomass inhibition has been shown by the authors. In fact, it is

known that the rate of hyphal growth with fungi always depends

on nutrient limitations and the effect is most likely well-expressed

by Monod (Papagianni, 2004).

Referring to the hydrodynamic conditions, modelling of the

combined fluid dynamic and biological reaction performance has

been considered only for the case of airlift reactors (Sikula, Jurascik,

& Markos, 2007; Znad, Bales, & Kawase, 2004; Znad, Bales, Markos,

& Kawase, 2004). Compartmental (cell) models have been pro-

posed: the backflow cell model has been described as good

approximation for airlift columns (Znad, Bales, & Kawase, 2004;

Znad, Bales, Markos, et al., 2004) and the tanks-in-series (cell)

model has been proposed for internal airlift bioreactors (Sikula

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.compchemeng.2012.08.005



Nomenclature

a interfacial area (m−1)

B baffle width (m)

C concentration (kg m−3)

C� turbulent constant

C* liquid phase dissolved oxygen saturation concentra-

tion (kg m−3)

CD drag coefficient

D impeller diameter (m)

d bubble diameter (m)

F volumetric force (N m−3)

g gravitational acceleration (m s−2)

H stirred bed height (m)

Ī unit tensor

k turbulent kinetic energy (m2 s−2)

KL interfacial mass transfer coefficient (m/s)

KS constant in Eq. (5) (g/dm3)

KO constant in Eq. (5) (g/dm3)

KLa volumetric mass transfer coefficient (s−1)

L blade length (m)

N impeller speed (s−1)

O off-bottom clearance (m)

P pressure (Pa)

Re Reynolds number

T tank diameter (m)

t time (s)

U Reynolds-averaged velocity (m/s)

u′
p velocity fluctuation (m/s)

V* tip velocity

W blade width (m)

Greek symbols

˛p phase volume fraction in Eqs. (6)–(8)

� density (kg m−3)

� viscosity (kg m−1 s−1)

˛ rate parameter in Eq. (4)

ˇ reaction rate parameter in Eq. (4) (s−1)

 rate constant in Eq. (2)

ı rate constant in Eq. (3)

ε energy dissipation rate (m2 s−3)

� rate constant in Eq. (2) (s−1)

� specific growth rate (s−1)

�m maximum specific growth rate (s−1)

ϕ rate constant Eq. (3) (s−1)

�̄p stress tensor

� source term linearization parameter

� parts of the liquid volume performing at the abscissa

parameter value (m3 m−3)

Indices

d dissolved (refers to oxygen)

e effective

i refers to bioreaction species

G gas

L liquid

p phase

r relative

t turbulent

et al., 2007). So far no study has examined this case by using

a CFD numerical flow model based on the Navier–Stokes equa-

tions. On the other hand, related to a similar subject it has been

demonstrated currently in studies of different systems (Norman

Fig. 1. Bioreactor setup and dimensions: 1, tank; 2, air inlet; 3, sparger; 4, impeller;

5, baffles; 6, probe; 7, motor; 8, gas outlet, T-tank diameter, D-impeller diameter, L,

W – blade dimensions, C-off bottom clearance, B-baffle width, H-liquid height.

et al., 1993; Schmalzriedt & Reuss, 1997, and more recently Ghadge,

Patwardhan, Sawant, & Joshi, 2005; Schutze & Hengstler, 2006) that

CFD models ensure improved description of the effect of local flow

fields on the bioreaction dynamics; yet the tasks were computer

intensive and presented a challenge.

The aim of the present study is to propose a numerical model

and solution strategy for the complex two-phase stirred bioreaction

system of gluconic acid production by A. niger. In what follows, we

apply the set of mathematical equations describing the non-ideal

flow with two reactive phases, gas and liquid, to the case of an

aerated stirred tank bioreactor for gluconic acid production. The

procedure includes: (1) description of the physical chemical system

(2) formulation of the kinetic and transport model equations, (3)

numerical implementation of the model, and (4) comparison of the

numerical results with experimental data.

2. Experimental bioreactor system

A view of the bioreactor and its size dimensions is shown in

Fig. 1. In view of using the kinetics of the bioreaction reported by

Znad, Blazej, et al. (2004), the vessel is the same as the one used in

their study. Its diameter is T = 0.185 m and working volume is 5 dm3.

The stirrer comprises a six-flat blade turbine impeller and shaft. Its

size qualifications are the conventional ones, e.g. impeller diame-

ter D = T/3, off-bottom clearance C = T/3, blade width W/D = 1/5, and

blade length L/D = 1/4. Gas is supplied through a 0.05 m diameter

ring sparger located 50 mm under the impeller.

The fermentation is carried out batch-wise at constant temper-

ature. The liquid containing the glucose substrate is loaded into

the vessel. Agitation is started and gas is fed from the sparger to

ensure oxygen for the cultivation. Inoculum is introduced in form of

a cell suspension of the microorganism A. niger and the bioprocess

is activated. This moment is indicated as start-up, t = 0. In parallel

to biomass growth, the glucose substrate is being consumed and

gluconic acid is generated as a result of the bioreaction.

The bioreaction conditions are as follows: the impeller speed is

300 rpm (tip velocity V* = 1 m/s) and the gas flow rate is 8 dm3/min.

At these conditions, the fluid flow at the bioreaction start-up

conforms to the turbulent mixing regime (ReL ≈ 2 × 104, where

ReL = ND2�L/�L is the impeller Reynolds number). At start-up, the

bioreactor contains 5 dm3 glucose solution and 2% (by volume)

inoculum. The fermentation is started at glucose concentration

150 g/dm3 and dissolved oxygen concentration corresponding to

saturation at 30 ◦C. During the fermentation, the biomass concen-

tration increases up to 8–10 g/dm3. Under such conditions, the



morphology of the fungi is in form of pellets and viscosity is

expected to rise starting from 1 mPa s exceeding 10 mPa s (Atkinson

& Mavituna, 1983). The bioconversion is completed for 60 h and

gluconic acid concentration reaches 65–70 g/dm3.

3. Mathematical model

3.1. Kinetic model

In the present work, the Monod-type model (Znad, Blazej, et al.,

2004) is applied due to its reported good description of the product

profile under ideal flow conditions.

The following equations are solved:

rX =
dCX

dt
= �CX (1)

rS =
dCS

dt
= −

dCX

dt
− �CX (2)

rOd
=

dCOd

dt
= KLa(C∗

Od
− COd

) − ı
dCX

dt
− ϕCX (3)

rP =
dCP

dt
= ˛

dCX

dt
+ ˇCX (4)

where

� = �m
CS

KS + CS

COd

KO + COd
(5)

Terms rX, rS, rOd, rP are the rates of cell growth, substrate and oxygen

consumption and product generation, respectively. Variables CX,

CS, COd, CP are the unknown concentrations of biomass (A. niger),

substrate (glucose), dissolved oxygen and product (gluconic acid),

respectively, t is time and �m, ˛, ˇ,  , ı, �, ϕ, KS, KO are rate constants

governing the cell growth, product accumulation and substrate and

oxygen depletion. KLa is the gas–liquid mass transfer coefficient

that represents the oxygen mass transfer stage of the bioreaction

step of oxygen supply.

It is noteworthy that Eqs. (1)–(4) describe the case of batch

gluconic acid production in prefect mixing regime. These equa-

tions will be used further in Section 5 to compare the reactor

performance corresponding to cases of ideal and imperfect mixing

regimes.

3.2. Flow model

For the batch gas–liquid system, the two-phase Euler–Euler

model has been employed (Ranade, 2003; Kelly, 2008). The gov-

erning equations include the mass and momentum conservation

equations written separately for each phase. The continuity equa-

tion written in general form for phase p is

∂

∂t
(˛p�p) + ∇ · (˛p�pUP) = Sp (6)

where p stands for phase index, Up stands for Reynolds-averaged

velocity, �p is the phase density and Sp is a source term.

The momentum equation in time-averaged form for phase p

yields

∂

∂t
(˛p�pUP) +∇ · (˛p�pUpUP) = −˛p∇P + ˛p�pg + ∇ · (˛p�̄p)

+ Fp,p − ∇ · (˛p�pu′
pu′

p) (7)

where P is pressure, g is gravity acceleration, �̄p is the phase p stress

tensor, Fp,p is the interaction force between the two phases and u′
p

stands for velocity fluctuation.

The variables ˛p indicate phase p volume fraction (p = L or G).

They obey to the fractional volume equation:

˛L + ˛G = 1 (8)

Table 1

Bioreaction rate parameters.

Parameter Monod type model (Znad, Blazej, et al., 2004)

�m (h−1) 0.668

˛ 2.92

ˇ (h−1) 0.131

 2.12

� (h−1) 0.232

ı 0.278

ϕ (h−1) 4.87 × 10−3

KS (g/dm3) 130.9

KO (g/dm3) 3.63 × 10−4

The viscous stress tensor is related to the mean velocity gradi-

ents determined by the equation

�̄p = �p(∇Up + (∇Up)T
− (2/3)(∇ · Up)Ī), where �p is molecular

viscosity of phase p.Fp,p is determined as

Fp,p = (3/4)�L˛G˛L(CD/d)(UG − UL)|UG − UL|, where d is bubble

diameter and CD is the drag coefficient.

For calculation of the drag coefficient, the correlation of Schiller

and Naumann is used (Clift, Grace, & Weber, 1978):

CD =

{

24(1 + 0.15Re0.687)/Rer, if Rer ≤ 103

0.44, if Rer > 103
,

where the relative Rer = �Ld(UG − UL)/�e, d is bubble size and �e is

the effective viscosity defined by Eq. (11).

The additional term ∇ · (˛p�pu′
pu′

p) in Eq. (7) accounts for the

turbulent contribution to the stress tensor. To close the system,

it is complemented by the additional balances for model closure

supplied by the solver. In this study, the standard k–ε model is used

and two additional equations balancing turbulent kinetic energy k

and rate of energy dissipation ε for each phase are introduced.

In order to predict the concentrations of the bioreaction com-

ponents and their distribution, conservation equations for the

bioreaction species are included. Written in general form,

∂(˛p�pCi)

∂t
+ ∇ · (˛p�pCiUp) = Si (9)

where Ci are the concentrations of the bioreaction (scalar) compo-

nents i, namely, i = X, S, Od, P, and Si are the source terms delivered

as production terms from Eqs. (1)–(5).

3.3. Model limitations and parameters

For the kinetic model Eqs. (1)–(5), the reaction rate parameters

summarized in Table 1 are used.

Referring to previous observations (Nikov et al., 1988), the sub-

strate and the product concentrations were seen to have negligible

effect on liquid density. In the simulations, constant density was

assumed.

In stirred tanks, broth viscosity can be represented by effective

viscosity according to the Metzner concept (Elqotbi, Montastruc,

Vlaev, & Nikov, 2006). In turbulent flow, the effective viscosity is

determined, as

�e = � + �t (10)

where � is molecular viscosity and �t is turbulent viscosity

determined by the equation of k–ε model, �t = C��Lk2/εL. Using

non-linear regression to the experimental points of A. niger fer-

mentation, the molecular viscosity is related to the local biomass

concentration Cx (g/dm3) by a power type relationship:

� = �0(1 + C2,26
X ), (11)

where �0 is viscosity of water.

The viscous mixing affects the local dissipation energy distribu-

tion and the gas–liquid dispersion pattern and poses variations on



Fig. 2. Computer rendition of the stirred vessel (a) and views of the grids marking the computational domain for the reactor and the impeller zone (b and c).

the resistance to oxygen transfer. Based on the flow regime of the

experiment (ReL), oxygen mass transfer was assumed to be depend-

ent on viscous dissipation and was correlated with kinetic energy

dissipation rate according to Kawase, Halard, and Moo-Young

(1992). The film mass transfer coefficient (KL) and the specific inter-

facial area a are determined. Parameter KL is calculated from Eq.

(12) related to Higbie’s penetration theory (Dhanasekharan, Sanyal,

Jain, & Haidari, 2005):

KL = C1

√

DL

(

εL�L

�L

)0.25

(12)

In this equation, parameter DL = 1.98 × 10−9 m2/s is oxygen dif-

fusivity at 20 ◦C in water, εL (m2/s3) is the turbulent kinetic energy

dissipation rate in the continuous phase, �L (kg/m3) and �L (Pa s)

are the density and the viscosity of the continuous phase C1 is a

constant.

The interfacial area a is determined from the gas volume fraction

˛G and bubble size d

a =
6˛G

d
. (13)

It is known that present understanding of breakage and coales-

cence processes for most of the bioprocess systems is poor (Khopkar

& Ranade, 2010, chap. 15) and this is valid also in A. niger pres-

ence. Recent measurement data on bubbles in viscous aerated

stirred bioreactors show that the average bubble size between

1 and 4 mm accounts for more than 70% of the bubble hold-up

(Zhang, Zhang, & Fan, 2009). Based on previous observations in vis-

cous solutions, in this study effective bubble size d of 2 mm was

assumed.

Eqs. (12) and (13) are used to predict KLa from CFD simulation.

4. Numerical procedure and solution strategy

A computational 3D-grid has been elaborated. Unstructured

cells were generated. The grid-generation tool Mixsim version 2.0

(Mixsim 2, Fluent, Inc., 2005) was used. Grids with increasing cell

number in the range 1.2 × 105 to 3.6 × 105 were examined for

invariant solutions. Grid refinement was employed in the proxim-

ity of the gas sparger. Solutions at grid density between 3 × 105 and

3.6 × 105 cells did not produce significant differences. The number

of cells in this task was set to 3.26 × 105 that corresponded to ele-

ment size of 2.4 mm. Fig. 2 illustrates the computational domain

and the grid density.

The governing equations were solved numerically by Fluent

(version 6.23, Fluent Inc., 2005). For partial analysis, Maple (Maple 7,

Waterloo Maple Inc., 2001) was used to solve the model for the per-

fect mixing regime, Eqs. (1)–(5). The impeller motion was modelled

using the “inner-outer” solution approach in accordance with the

multiple reference frame solution model. The vessel was divided

into two parts, a moving frame around the impeller and a sta-

tionary frame attached to the vessel wall. User Defined Functions

(UDF), sub-set of Fluent were used for completion and adaptation

of the source code by the species functions representing the biore-

action. The solver specification included phase-coupled SIMPLE for

pressure–velocity coupling. The special discretization was set to

QUICK for the volume fraction, to 2nd-order upwind for k and ε, and

to 1st-order upwind for the scalars. The under-relaxation factors of

the numerical scheme were set initially to 0.3 for pressure, 0.4 for

momentum and 0.2 for the volume fraction with subsequent reduc-

tion in the course of computation. The convergence criterion was

set to 1 × 10−5 for the velocities, to 1 × 10−4 for volume fraction and

to 10−3 for the user defined scalars. A reasonable convergence was

achieved. The starting time-step size was 10−3 but it was increased

later in the individual stages. An averaged number of iterations

corresponding to the separate stages is reported in Table 2.

Boundary conditions were set for solving the governing equa-

tions. The velocity of the rotating impeller frame was set to the

experimental impeller angular velocity N = 300 rpm corresponding

to tip velocity V* = 1 m/s. For the gas sparger, velocity inlet was spec-

ified. The gas entered through the sparger and leaved the stirred

vessel through the top surface as a flux. The gas sparger was rep-

resented as a ring surface with zero velocity for the continuous

phase and inlet velocity of the dispersed phase to conform to the

gas flow rate total of 8 dm3/min by surface integration The compo-

nent option was used to specify constant inlet gas velocity at unity

phase volume fraction (single-phase inlet flow). The top boundary

was defined as a velocity inlet with zero velocity of the continu-

ous phase and constant gas linear velocity 5.3 mm/s conforming

to the gas flow rate and the vessel cross-sectional area (Ranade,

2003). The bioreactor operation was batch. The remaining bound-

aries were treated as walls with no species fluxes and no gradients

(no-slip boundary conditions). These specifications were applied

for the scalars – biomass, substrate and the product gluconic acid.

Gravitation was fixed at 9.81 m/s2.

The model validity was examined based on previous exper-

iments and reference data. The hydrodynamic modelling of

gas–liquid flow has been validated previously (Gharaibah & Polifke,

2004). The kinetic model has been checked against experimen-

tal data in the kinetic study (Znad, Blazej, et al., 2004). Compared

with experimental data, previous numerical data reported by the

authors and experienced with RANS and two-phase modelling have



Table 2

Parameters and equations of the four-step calculation.

Conditions Stage (iterations)

E1 (∼104) E2 (750) E3 (13) E4 (7000)

Flow field steadya

N = 300 rpm,

�L = 1 mPa s

D.O. saturationa Inoculationa Bioreactiona

Real time – 8 min 8 s 60 h

Step size 1t (s) 1tF = 0.032 201tF 201tF 1031tF

Equations solved Eqs. (6) and (7)

Eqs. (6)–(8)

Eqs. (6)–(8), Eq. (9) at Si = SOd Eq. (3) at CX = 0 The complete set Eqs. (6)–(9) and (14)

a Operation.

confirmed the validity of the flow model (Elqotbi et al., 2006; Vlaev,

Tonova, Pavlova, & Elqotbi, 2011).

Considering that the task is computer-intensive, a strategy of

step-wise segregated model solution has been adopted: (i) the sim-

ulation was carried out in four stages and (ii) multiple iterations

were replaced by single ones by linearization.

(i) The simulation stages were selected according to the real stages

of the general procedure practiced in fermentation: (1) charg-

ing and stirring the substrate solution, (2) switching up air

inlet for oxygen saturation, (3) injecting the cells’ solution for

inoculation, and (4) allowing reaction time for the fermenta-

tion. Correspondingly, the computational procedure included

(Table 2): (1) solving the flow model Eqs. (6)–(8), (2) generating

the dissolved oxygen concentration field by enabling the mass

balance for oxygen, Eq. (9) at i = Od with Eq. (3) for no respira-

tion (no cells) at CX = 0, i.e. rOd
= (dCOd/dt) = KLa(C∗

Od
− COd

), (3)

enabling the biomass balance Eq. (9) at CX /= 0, and (4) solv-

ing the complete set of Eqs. (6)–(14). In view of the criteria

of saturation valid for stage (2), the mass transfer Eq. (3) was

solved at condition of constant coefficient KLa of 0.017 s−1; the

solution being converged, in stage 4 KLa was allowed to vary

according to the prescribed algorithm Eqs. (11)–(13). The model

specifications corresponding to the separate bioreactor opera-

tions, i.e. time steps, iteration number and solution equations

are indicated in the table.

(ii) Being of the first order non-linear type, the set of differential

Eqs. (6)–(9) can be solved iteratively by explicit Euler method

(Ferziger & Peric, 1997). While doing the calculation, the con-

servation equations are integrated in each of the small cell

volumes of the domain. To avoid the intensive procedure, the

multiple iterations per grid cell were replaced by single itera-

tions. Inherently to the CFD approach, the individual grid cell

is perfectly mixed and due to the small step of concentration

change within time step 1t = t1 − t0 the species concentrations

and the bioreaction growth rate � (defined by Eq. (5)) can be

considered constant. This allows for small time interval source

terms S� for species � depending on single variables (e.g. � = CX,

CS, COd, CP) to be represented as simplified functions of �, i.e.

S� = K0 + K1� depending on constants K0 and K1. To carry out

the calculation, Eq. (1) is solved and the zero-order term of

the series of the exponential function is substituted, thus, CX1
=

CX0
e�1t = CX0

· �1t, and rX = dCX/dt = �CX. Then, the solution of

Eq. (1) is used to determine the production or consumption S�

of the scalar components transported according to the balance

Eq. (9). By re-arranging the right hand side of Eqs. (1)–(4), the

following equations are obtained:

SX = �CX

SS = −(� + �)CX

SOd
= KLa(C∗

d − Od) − (ı� + ϕ)CX (14)

SP = (˛� + ˇ)CX

Eqs. (1)–(4) are replaced by Eq. (14) in calculating (9). They were

calculated custom-wise by the code UDF option.

5. Results and discussion

The concentrations of the bioreaction components predicted

by the CFD model are compared with experimental concentra-

tions in Fig. 3(a)–(d). The solid lines illustrate the CFD simulation

results. Following the A. niger inoculation, the bioreaction starts

(t = 0) and takes place all the time for 60 h. During the bioprocess,

the growth of A. niger is initiated and the biomass starts to grow

from zero to about 8–10 g/dm3 (Fig. 3(b)). Accordingly, the glucose

substrate is consumed and its concentration falls from 150 g/dm3 to

about 40 g/dm3 (Fig. 3(a)). Bioproduction takes places and gluconic

acid accumulates in the batch starting from zero concentration to

65–75 g/dm3 (Fig. 3(d)).

The comparison shows good qualitative prediction of the glu-

cose and the gluconic acid concentration profiles by the model.

Differences are observed in representing dissolved oxygen and

biomass concentrations (Fig. 3(b) and (c)). However, the experi-

mental biomass and dissolved oxygen curves seem also to deviate

from smooth behaviour; one observes concentration jumps in the

starting hours. The deviations of the model solutions become large

by the bioreaction end. This observation could be explained by the

fact that the curves in Fig. 3(a)–(d) are cumulative and the solution

error tends to accumulate. Besides, the experimental data are based

on measurements in a local sample port that is representative only

if the reactor operates in complete mixing regime. Using the CFD

model, the non-ideality of flow can be assessed by visualization.

To explain the differences in Fig. 3, additional experiments were

performed: (i) the bioreaction was simulated in case of a batch

perfect mixing regime and (ii) the CFD spatial concentration dis-

tributions corresponding to a fixed hour of fermentation were

examined.

(i) To simulate the batch perfect mixing case, Eqs. (1)–(5) were

solved. These concentrations are illustrated by the dashed lines

in Fig. 3. With reference to the biomass and the dissolved oxy-

gen profiles in Fig. 3(b) and (c), respectively, one can see that the

model concentrations corresponding to perfect mixing differ

substantially from the experimental ones. This difference has

been reported also by Znad, Blazej, et al. (2004). Consequently,

perfect mixing was not established.

(ii) The bioreaction species’ concentration field obtained by the CFD

model is visualized in Fig. 4(a)–(d). The case of the 50th hour

of fermentation is depicted. At this stage, a perfectly mixed

culture in any grid cell should contain 70 g/dm3 glucose sub-

strate, 10 g/dm3 biomass, and 65 g/dm3 gluconic acid, as well



Fig. 3. Comparison of simulated and experimental concentration profiles of (a) glucose, (b) A. niger biomass, (c) dissolved oxygen, and (d) gluconic acid.

Fig. 4. Contour plots of the bioreaction species’ concentration field in central vertical plane at t = 50 h: (a) glucose (g/dm3), (b) biomass (g/dm3), (c) dissolved oxygen (mg/dm3),

and (d) gluconic acid (g/dm3).

as about 2 mg/dm3 dissolved oxygen. As seen in the figure, in

spite of the prolonged time scale of the fermentation, in hours,

compared to mixing time of seconds, the fluid concentration

appears to be non-uniform and concentration gradients are

observed for both the product and the biomass, especially so

for the dissolved oxygen. For example, the local glucose con-

centration in Fig. 4(a) varies in zones of 30 g/dm3, 50 g/dm3

and 75 g/dm3, the local biomass in Fig. 4(b) varies in zones

between 8 g/dm3 and 11 g/dm3 and the local gluconic acid in

Fig. 4(d) spreads between 56 g/dm3 and 63 g/dm3 correspond-

ing to a 3-fold local dissolved oxygen variation in the bioreactor

bulk (Fig. 4(c)) Evidently, the mixing pattern conforms to non-

ideal mixing regime with subsequent effect on the averaging

of data.

The results described before will imply better understanding of

the bioreactor performance. The simulation results have been used

to study the flow field and the oxygen mass transfer during the

bioreaction. A. niger fermentation of glucose is growth associated

and oxygen dependent. During the fermentation, the biomass

accumulates and causes increase of the culture consistency. The

viscosity increases and affects the local flow field dissipation

energy distribution and the gas–liquid dispersion pattern. Both

variables pose variations on the resistance to oxygen transfer.

The case was analyzed by CFD. The portions of the vessel volume

(Ø) of stagnant flow and local KLa were determined. Table 3 and

Fig. 5(a)–(c) illustrate the results obtained for a step-wise viscosity

rise from 1 mPa s to 10 mPa s. The viscosity elevation corresponds

to different stages of the bioreaction evolution.

Table 3 shows the portion of bulk volume of the individual

phases that exhibit linear velocity less than 1% of tip velocity V*

(e.g. ∼0.01 m/s). The results show that the portion of stagnant liquid

increases up to 30%. In parallel, parameter KLa decreases.

Table 3

Variation of stagnant zones’ volume versus viscosity stepwise increase.

Case no. 1 2 3 4 5

Viscosity �o 2.5�o 5�o 7.5�o 10�o

Stagnant volume

continuous phase (%)

2.1 2.3 5.1 9.2 32.5

Stagnant volume

dispersed phase (%)

10−3 10−3 10−2 0.035 0.26



Fig. 5. Variation of the parameters εL (a), KL (b), KLa (c) volumetric distribution (Ø)

corresponding to stepwise viscosity increase: curves C1–C5 correspond to viscosity

�o , 2.5�o , 5�o , 7.5�o , and 10�o (where �o = 1 mPa s is valid for water).

Fig. 5(a)–(c) illustrates the volumetric distributions of εL, KL

and KLa corresponding to various viscosities. One can observe

the decrease of the interfacial and the volumetric mass transfer

coefficients, KL and KLa, and also compare their volumetric spread

(estimated as parts of liquid volume (i) performing at KLai). Refer-

ring to Fig. 5(a), εL-values 0.1–0.2 m2/s3 dominate at the start-up

of the bioreaction (case C1) and decrease to 0.05–0.1 m2/s3 by

the bioreaction end (case C5). Similarly in Fig. 5(b), cases C1 and

C5 compared, the liquid film coefficient KL decreases 2-fold from

about average 3 × 10−4 to 1.5 × 10−4 m/s. Average KLa is about

0.023 s−1 at the bioreaction start (case C1) and KLa distribution

is rather spread; further it decreases more than 2-fold to average

10−2 s−1 and exhibits a narrow distribution when viscosity rises

10-fold and the biofluid becomes more stagnant (case C5). Com-

pared with the cases of viscous solutions measured by Kelly et al.

(2004), the oxygen transfer coefficients of KLa ∼ 0.01 s−1 obtained

in this study are similar and confirm the simulation potential of the

CFD model.

The change of mass transfer rate corresponds to variable oxy-

gen delivery in the microbial cells and explains the bioreaction

time-course observed in Fig. 3(a)–(d). In Fig. 3(a)–(d), comparing

the solid lines describing imperfect mixing segregated flow and

the dashed lines corresponding to perfect mixing, one observes

larger slopes for the dashed curves. Evidently, the CFD model solu-

tion exhibits lower slopes and thus lower rates of bioreaction, e.g.

low substrate and oxygen consumption rate and low product and

biomass generation. Lower slopes of the bioreaction time-course

curve mean hindered bioreaction due to some obstacle. Because

the bioreaction is extremely sensitive to oxygen supply, the effect

of bioreaction delay should be due to the decrease of oxygen trans-

fer in view of increasing broth viscosity. A rough estimation of

the slopes in Fig. 3(d) yields the gluconic acid production rate as

1CP/1t in g dm−3 h−1. With regard to the range of extensive pro-

duction (5–40 h), we determined the values 1.71 g dm−3 h−1 and

1.28 g dm−3 h−1 for perfect mixing (dashed line) and CFD model

(solid line), respectively. Consequently, the non-ideal flow accounts

for a 25% production rate decrease.

The conditions uncovered by the CFD model of this study may

explain the discrepancy of data observed previously by Znad, Blazej,

et al. (2004) and Mukhopadhyay et al. (2005).

6. Conclusion

The two-phase gluconic acid production in a stirred bioreactor

has been modelled using three dimensional CFD software. The bio-

production time-course was simulated. The model provides good

description of glucose substrate concentration and the bioproduct

concentration versus time. The simulation is based on the approach

of (1) stepwise solution resolving first the fluid flow field, further

imposing oxygen mass transfer and bioreaction, and (2) a seg-

regated solution replacing multiple iterations per grid cell with

single iteration. The solution is stable and requires less computa-

tional effort. Satisfactory agreement between numerical results and

experimental data is obtained.

The CFD model allows better understanding of the mechanism of

the important bioprocess. Comparing different models, it is shown

that the perfect mixing model is largely inadequate to predict the

bioreactor dynamics. The CFD visualization of the concentration

fields of the bioreaction species appear non-uniform and the image

shows that the flow field in the bioreactor corresponds to imper-

fect mixing. The model is used to study the oxygen mass transfer

in the highly viscous culture. It is shown that the mass transfer

coefficient KLa decreases significantly by biomass growth. The KLa

decrease is accompanied by reduction of gluconic acid production

rate. We have estimated that a 10-fold viscosity rise results in 2-

fold decrease of KLa and 25% decrease of the specific production

rate. The CFD results can be used for extrapolation.
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